


Criy R'eaich is pleased to & might be expectad, its compile engineering community, Ada is 
anmum the Wkabili of the and execution times are slower receiving a broader audience for 
Cray Ada compiler for Cr z than those of more compact Ian- applicat~on cad8 devetopment 
supercomputers, offering ray uagm such as Fsrtran. H~wewr, in process design and control, 
customers the opion of cwn- %a has many features that are communication sytems, intelligent 
bining the strengths of Ada with unavailable in Fortran, including zy&ems, geophysical analysis, 
the capabilities inherent h the exception handling, packages, robotics, distributed applications, 
large memories and extremely tasks, m d s ,  dgnmentof struc- and management information 
fast p&ng speeds of Cray tu rd  expressions, eneric pro 7 qsterns. 
systems gram units, lm-leve 110, physical 

representation of data, abstract Features of Cr Ads 
A language for the future datafypes, data encapsulation, and Cray Research's a environ- 
In 1975, the U.S. Department of dynamic data declarations. 

% 
merit incorporaes a set of tools 

Defense, seeking an alternatim to and libraries that provide for flexi- 
maintaining hundreds of specid- If used effectively, Ada offers a ble, prom-oriented software 
ized computer languages used reliable, poportable and efficient devdopment. The first phase of 
in strateg~c applications, put out modular programming enviton- Gray M a  conforms to the Ada 

I a call for a single new language ment, yielding cade that is easy language as defined in the Am& 
that could handle its diverse needs. b enhance and maintain. It is can Nationd Sbndard Reference 
The result was Ada, which incor- espezially dl suited for dwloping Manual for fhe Ada Pmgmming 
porrbes many modern -re large, Wrn ex softwe s&ms. Language (LRM), the official, 
development principles. Far mamp I" e, it encourages sepa- authoritatiw source on the syntax 

rate compilation and testing of and senaanticsc8theAdalmguaga 
Features of Ada luges that wlll be combined Cray Ada includes.the following 
M a  is a very powrful language E k ,  components: 
and is correspondingly ,.- . .. very large. 
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flexible manipulation of libraries, 
and promote sharing of code 
among dwlopers and appii- 
cations. 
The Ada Linker, which binds 
together each Ada subprogram 
and invokes the Cray loader 
SEGLDR. 

q11 The Ada Execution Environ- 
ment, the run-time system that 
prwides an environment for 
executing Ada programs, which 
includes su port for built-in lan- 
guage faci I' ities, such as Ada 
tasking and memory allocation, 
and support for predefined 
packages, such as Text -10 
and Calendar. 
Language tools, consisting of 
the Ada Cross-Referencer, Ada 
Source Dependency Lister, and 
Ada Source Formatter. 

m]l"he Source Level Debugger, 
which provides an interactive 
environment for examining 
the Mavior of compiled Ada 
programs. 

In addition to standard LRM 
features, Cray Ada has the abilrty 
to call routines written in Fortran, 
C, Pascal, and the Cray assembly 
language CAL. 

Validation 
The Department of Defense 
(DUD) now requires all contractors 
to use validated Ada in mission 
critical applications. The Ada 
Validation Facili publishes the 
Ada Compiler ? alidation Capa- 
billty (ACVC) test suite to verify 
the functionality and completeness 
of Ada compilers as specified In 
the LRM. Cray Ada has passed 
the ACVC 1.9 test suite 

Development of Gray Ada 
Cray Ada is being implemented 
in two phases. The f i rs t  phase, 
available now, offers full Ada LRM 
capability. The second phase will 
add increased performance by 
bay of scalar optimhation (ahwgh 
some optimimtions are prohibid 
by the nature of Ada), \nectoriza+ 
tion, and instruction scheduling, 
while retaining a compatible user 
interface, 

Release 1.0 of Cray Ada runs on 
CRAY X-MP and CRAW systems 
under the UNlCOS operating q?s 
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tern (retease 4.0 or later). Cray '% 

Ada release 2.0 will also run on 'b 

CRAY Y-MP systems. s k ~  '. 
Publications, training, 
and support 
The Cray Ada Environment 
Reference Manual is supplied 
wih Ada for Crav corn~uter svs- 
tems. This mania] supplemeh 
the LRM. 

Cray Software Training in Mendota 
Heights, Minnesota, offers a pre 

rammer's introduction to Ada 
five days) and a manager's intra- B 
duction to Ada (one day Classes 
are arran ed as needed: For 
current i 4 ormatlon, cdt the Cray 
SofhYare Training registrar at 
(612) 45P9410. 

For more ~nformation on Ada for 
Cray computer -ems call or 
write your nearest Cray Research 
sales office. 
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